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Abstract
Image search using the bag-of-words image representa-
tion is investigated further in this paper. This approach has
shown promising results for large scale image collections
making it relevant for Internet applications. The steps in-
volved in the bag-of-words approach are feature extraction,
vocabulary building, and searching with a query image. It
is important to keep the computational cost low through
all steps. In this paper we focus on the efficiency of the
technique. To do that we substantially reduce the dimen-
sionality of the features by the use of PCA and addition of
color. Building of the visual vocabulary is typically done
using k-means. We investigate a clustering algorithm based
on the leader follower principle (LF-clustering), in which
the number of clusters is not fixed. The adaptive nature of
LF-clustering is shown to improve the quality of the visual
vocabulary using this. In the query step, features from the
query image are assigned to the visual vocabulary. The di-
mensionality reduction enables us to do exact feature la-
beling using kD-tree, instead of approximate approaches
normally used. Despite the dimensionality reduction to be-
tween 6 and 15 dimensions we obtain improved results com-
pared to the traditional bag-of-words approach based on
128 dimensional SIFT feature and k-means clustering.
1. Introduction
Effective search algorithms are important to overcome
the challenges of image search on the Internet. The bag-
of-words approach have shown promising results for large
scale image search [8, 16, 17, 18, 20] and for image catego-
rization [6, 22, 23].
There are three main steps in the bag-of-words represen-
tation: (i) Feature extraction from the database images, (ii)
building the bag-of-words representation, (iii) and search-
ing with a query image.
Image features (i) The image features are descriptions of
local image patterns, see e.g. [7, 11, 13, 14]. In the bag-
of-words representation they are treated as an independent
collection of data points characterizing the depicted scene.
Features are typically n-dimensional vectors of unit length,
thus points on an n-dimensional hypersphere.
Representing features as 128 dimensional SIFT vectors
have shown to be very effective for object recognition prob-
lems [11, 15]. Despite the discriminative power of the SIFT
features it is computational expensive to represent image
features with 128 dimensions. PCA have been applied to
SIFT features of different dimensionality [8, 9, 15]. The
performance of these descriptors was comparable to the
original descriptor, with a reduction to the range of 20 to
36 dimensions.
In this paper we show it to be efficient to reduce the di-
mensionality of the feature descriptor much further. We use
PCA on SIFT features with a reduction in the range of 6 to
15 dimensions including 3 color dimensions. This is a very
compact representation compared to the 128 dimensional
SIFT features.
Visual vocabulary (ii) Features have been used for ob-
ject recognition where similarity between images is found
by comparing features directly, see e.g. [10, 11, 19]. For
large image collections this is not feasible, which is the mo-
tivation for the bag-of-words representation.
The bag-of-words approach is based on representing fea-
tures by canonical representative instead of features them-
selves. Canonical feature representatives can be viewed as
visual words. Each feature in an image is labeled with a
reference to a visual word. This way the image is described
as a histogram of visual words - a frequency vector, which
is a much more compact representation than the individual
features.
It was proposed by Sivic and Zisserman [20] to build a
image search method based on he idea of text retrieval in
large document collections. They demonstrated an efficient
algorithm based on inverted files and feature weighing. Fea-
ture weights are found from the distribution of visual words
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in the database images.
Visual words are typically found by clustering of fea-
tures from a database of images. Often k-means clustering
is used for building the visual vocabulary. In k-means the
number of clusters is fixed, which can lead to undesirable
partitioning of the data. This way natural clusters have the
risk of being merged or split, leading to mislabeling of fea-
tures and loss in discriminative power. Philbin et al. [17]
did not find other clustering methods than k-means an op-
tion, because of the high number and high dimensionality
of the features.
The dimensionality reduction applied in this paper, en-
ables us to use a clustering approach inspired by the sequen-
tial leader-follower clustering (LF-clustering) [5, 12]. This
way we are able to find clusters in a very effective manner,
without knowledge about the number of clusters before the
clustering takes place.
Image query (iii) The features in a query image is labeled
with a reference to the nearest visual words in the vocabu-
lary. The complexity of this assignment is dependent on the
size of the visual vocabulary. It is empirically shown that
visual vocabularies have to be relative large to be effective.
I.e. in the range from 5K to 1M visual words typically of
128 dimensional SIFT descriptors [8, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23].
Finding the exact nearest neighbor in high dimensions is
hard to do in less than O(n2) complexity, so approxima-
tions are used.
Niste´r and Stewe´nius [16] came up with the idea of using
a tree structure to simultaneously speed up the clustering
and the feature labeling. This Vocabulary Tree is made by a
hierarchical k-means clustering approach. The tree can be
used for an approximate feature search which reduces the
complexity from O(n2) to O(n log n). The approximate
feature search is improved in [18] based on the ideas of [2].
Despite the efforts of improving the feature assignment
for the query images, the computation is still approximate.
The dimensionality reduction of image features that we use
enables us to effectively use a kD-tree for feature labeling.
This way we obtain an exact nearest feature assignment.
These modifications simplifies the computation of the
bag-of-words representation, in both building, storing and
searching the image database. This is even done with an
improvement in recognition quality. Effective computation
is essential for reaching Internet scale image search.
2. Methods
The methods used for improving the efficiency of the
bag-of-words approach is described in the following. The
improvements are related to reducing the size of the feature
descriptors, improving the clustering approach, and improv-
ing the feature assignment. The steps in building the bag-
Model building
Feature extractionImage database
Clustering Visual vocabulary
Frequency vector matching
Database image
Query image
Compare vectors Measure similarity
...
Inverted files
Im 1
...
... ...
Im 22 Im 12
Im 12
Figure 1. Illustration of the bag-of-words model. Features are ex-
tracted from the image database. The visual vocabulary is build
using clustering, and inverted files is made based on the feature
labeling of the database images. Finally feature vectors are used
for matching images, with the frequency vector overlap giving the
matching score.
of-words model is illustrated in figure 1.
Feature representation PCA is applied to reduce the di-
mensionality of the feature vectors. We calculate the eigen-
vectors for the PCA from all features in our training set. The
reduction of the SIFT descriptor is from 128 to between 3
and 12 dimensions.
After dimension reduction we add color to our features.
The color is simply the mean RGB value in a 10 × 10 pix-
els patch around the localization of each feature. The color
patch is concatenated to the PCA reduced SIFT vector:
s = [αsPCA, (1− α)sRGB ] (1)
where sPCA is the PCA reduced SIFT feature, sRGB is the
mean RGB values, and α is a weighing parameter. In our
experiments we found α = 0.5 to be a good choice. So the
final feature gets a size of 6 to 15 dimensions.
We use histogram equalization of the whole image for
the R, G, and B bands separately, before we extract the
color features. This is done to minimize the effect of change
in light between two images of the same scene. Both the
PCA-SIFT and color feature are normalized to unit length
before concatenation, and normalized again after concate-
nation. This way we try to avoid non intended bias because
of difference in size of the two features.
Clustering We investigate the use of LF-clustering [5, 12]
as an alternative to k-means. The motivation for this method
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is to avoid the risk of undesirable partitioning of data caused
by a wrong number of clusters. In the LF-clustering al-
gorithm, data is treated sequentially without any iterative
steps. This gives the method a potential for being less com-
putational expensive than k-means.
LF-clustering builds on the idea of defining a minimum
dissimilarity between clusters. This is similar to the Mean-
Shift clustering algorithm [3], where clusters are found ac-
cording to a certain bandwidth. But the computational cost
of LF-clustering is far less than Mean-Shift.
Algorithm 1 Hierarchical Leader Follower clustering (LF-
clustering)
Set data in one cluster: dcl
Initialize number of levels: n, bandwidth start: bs, band-
width end: be
Set number of clusters: ncl = 1
Bandwidth step bst = (bS − be)/(n + 1)
for i = 1 to n do
bnow = be + (n− i + 1)bs + be
for j = 1 to ncl do
cluster(dcl, bnow)
update ncl, dcl
save clusters
end for
end for
The hierarchical LF-clustering algorithm is summarized
in algorithm 1. The procedure of the cluster step is to treat
the features sequentially one at a time. The first feature
makes up the first cluster. If the next feature is closer to
the existing cluster than the defined bandwidth, it will be
assigned to this cluster. Otherwise, it is will make a new
cluster. When a feature is assigned to an existing cluster,
the center of the cluster is updated. We use euclidean dis-
tance, so the cluster center is updated by:
cn =
cono + fa
nn
(2)
where cn is the new cluster center, co is the old cluster cen-
ter, no is the number of features in the cluster before the
feature fa is added, and the number of features is updated
with one: nn = no + 1.
To avoid clusters coming too close together we merge
clusters being closer than the bandwidth, and we also set a
minimum limit to the number features in a cluster. Clusters
with too few point will be merged with the nearest cluster.
In both steps the center of the cluster is updated according
to equation (2).
The speed of this algorithm is dependent on the number
of clusters. The expected complexity is O(kn), where k is
the number of clusters and n is the number of points. Small
bandwidths and high dimensions result in many clusters
and slows down the algorithm. To compensate for that we
do the clustering hierarchically, starting with a large band-
width and shrink it through the clustering process. We start
clustering the whole point set. The obtained clusters are
subsequently clustered into new clusters in the following
steps. This way we obtain a substantial increase in speed.
To avoid clusters getting to close the hierarchical clustering
is followed by a merging step. All clusters closer than the
bandwidth are removed.
We compare the performance of the LF-clustering to k-
means. k-means is also applied hierarchically to obtain in-
creased speed. We also define a minimum number of clus-
ters for k-means clustering. Further clustering is stopped if
a cluster has less than a minimum number of points. This
can lead to very small clusters, but in our experiments the
number of clusters containing very few points is negligible.
With hierarchical clustering we get clusters at each level
in the hierarchy. But we only use the clusters found at the
last level for the visual vocabulary.
Feature assignment Similarity of images are found by
comparing frequency vectors of a query image to images
in the database. Frequency vectors are made from the fre-
quency of visual words in an image weighed with an en-
tropy weight. The entropy weight is based on the distribu-
tion visual words in the database images. We use the same
weight as used in [16], which is defined as:
wi = log(
N
ni
) (3)
where wi is the weight of word i, N is the total number
of images in the database, and ni is the number of images
where word i occurs.
Frequency vectors for database images are given from
clustering. But for a query image we need to label the fea-
tures with visual words, so we need to find the visual words
closest to the features in the query image. The dimension-
ality reduction of the features enables us to effectively use
a kD-tree instead. This makes the feature assignment ex-
act [4]. For small dimensions the expected complexity of
the kD-tree is O(n log n), whereas for high dimensions the
complexity becomes O(n2). Therefore, the kD-tree is only
applicable with substantial dimensionality reductions.
Image matching Frequency vectors are compared using
the L1 norm, which is found to be superior to the euclidean
distance just as observed in e.g. [16]. Our explanation for
the L1 norm being superior to the L2 norm is the nature of
the problem we are solving. We expect the same features to
occur in images from the same scene. So the frequency vec-
tor overlap is a good measure for similarity between images.
The L1 norm gives equal weight to the overlapping and non
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overlapping parts, whereas the L2 norm gives more weight
to the non overlapping parts.
Before comparing the frequency vectors are normalized
to unit length using the L1 norm.
Inverted files are used for fast image retrieval. An in-
verted file is kept for each visual word in the vocabulary. In
the inverted file is a reference to the images in the database
containing that word. The frequency vector value of each
reference image is stored together with the reference. Image
retrieval is obtained by first calculating the the frequency
vector for the query image using the weights in equation
(3). With the frequency vector value for the reference im-
ages stored in the inverted files, we can compute the L1
norm without looking up the entire frequency vectors of the
reference images. This can be done because the L1 norm
can be calculated from the frequency vector overlap:
L1 = 2− 2O (4)
where L1 is the L1 norm and O is the frequency vector over-
lap:
O = 2− 2
∑
i|qi =0∧di =0
min(qi, di) (5)
where qi and di is the frequency values of query and
database images respectively. Instead of ranking images
by smallest L1 norm we rank by largest overlap. Storing
a value for each image together with the pointer in the in-
verted file has a memory cost, which should be viewed in
relation to looking up frequency vectors for relevant images.
3. Experiments and Results
The results in this paper are primarily found through em-
pirical studies described in the following section.
3.1. Data set
We use the first 1400 images from the Niste´r and
Stewe´nius data set [16, 21] in our experiment. This data
set contains a series of 4 images of the same scene, so we
have 350 different scenes. We use three of the images from
one scene to train the model and the last for testing. The
test result is the percentage of the correct images ranked in
top 3. This data set is relatively small compared to other
experiments, but we found it sufficient for illustrating the
effects of our model choices. In future work this should be
extended to a larger data set. We also use the preprocessed
SIFT features supplied with this data set.
3.2. Experiments
To test the effect of using color added SIFT features and
LF-clustering we have made experiments with and without
color features and with ordinary k-means and LF-clustering.
Query image
With color
Without color
Figure 2. First 6 images retrieved using 11 dimensional vectors
with and without color. With color the highest ranked images
looks alike, whereas without color number 5 and 6 are quite dif-
ferent from the rest. This was observed as a general trend.
We have also built a model based on the 128 dimensional
SIFT features with and without color to illustrate the per-
formance of the ordinary SIFT features.
Color added PCA SIFT These features are made as de-
scribed in section 2. We use 3, 8, and 12 dimensional PCA
SIFT features, so the resulting color added features are 6,
11, and 15 dimensions. To compare to features without
color we take SIFT features reduced with PCA to 6, 11 and
15 dimensions.
Clustering experiments For all test sets we have done
clustering using k-means and LF-clustering. The number of
features from the LF-clustering are in the range from 8,000
to 12,000 clusters, so we have chosen to let the k-means
cluster hierarchically to 10 clusters in 4 levels resulting in
10,000 clusters.
3.3. Results
We have summarized the experimental results in table 1
and 2. The best classification results are obtained with LF-
clustering with 15 dimensional color added features. LF-
clustering is slightly better than k-means. But the most pro-
nounced effect is the addition of color, which significantly
improves the result. It should be noticed, that performance
is improved in relation to the full SIFT feature, even with
added color. In the full model we also use exact feature as-
signment for comparison, even though it would not be fast
enough for a real application.
Addition of color also gave a ranking of the images that
seemed more logical, which is shown in figure 2.
4. Discussion
Our experiments shows that it is possible to obtain a
good recognition performance with the bag-of-words model
with a substantial reduction in dimensionality of the fea-
tures. A reduction to between 6 and 15 dimensions makes it
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With color
Method 6 dim 11 dim 15 dim
k-means 81.7 87.2 88.4
LF-clustering 84.0 87.5 89.9
Without color
Method 6 dim 11 dim 15 dim
k-means 73.3 81.6 82.2
LF-clustering 76.3 81.9 83.9
Table 1. Model performance with different clustering methods, di-
mensions of the features, and with and without color. Notice the
effect of adding color the SIFT features. The best performance is
marked in bold.
Method 128 dim 131 dim (color)
k-means 85.7 89.6
Table 2. k-means clustering for the full SIFT features. The results
for 128 dimensions is the normal SIFT feature and the 131 dimen-
sions is with color added.
possible to use exact methods for feature assignment, where
we use a kD-tree.
For our experiments the best results are obtained with
a vocabulary based on 15 dimensional PCA color features
using on LF-clustering. It even outperforms the full SIFT
features including color, and it is substantially better than
the normal 128 dimensional SIFT features. Even with 11
dimensions we obtain better results than with normal SIFT.
Especially the effect of adding color to the PCA reduced
SIFT features is very important for the performance. The
method for adding color to the features is extremely sim-
ple and yet very powerful, which indicates that there are
much information in image color. The histogram equaliza-
tion works well for this data set. But this might be overly
simple for images with high variation in viewpoint. Other
ways of combining the gradient information from the SIFT
features and color information might be even more power-
ful, and should be investigated further, see e.g. [1].
Another very important benefit from the information
gain from adding color, is the dimension reduction of the
features. Low dimensional features makes the model com-
putational less expensive. This is mostly in relation the clus-
tering for building the visual vocabulary, which can be done
off line. But on line feature assignment can also be com-
puted faster and have a higher quality, because of the option
of doing exact feature search using a kD-tree.
The LF-clustering for building the vocabulary showed a
slight improvement in performance. The speed of the hi-
erarchical LF-clustering was about the same as k-means in
our implementations, but the LF-clustering has potential for
being faster because each point is only treated once in each
level in the clustering hierarchic. A requirement is, that the
number of clusters does not become too large in one clus-
tering operation.
We did not apply LF-clustering to the 128 dimensional
SIFT features, because we found it performing very poorly.
The data did not cluster, so we had either one cluster con-
taining all features or all features in their own cluster de-
pending on the bandwidth. For the 128 and 131 dimensional
features we chose only to use the k-means clustering.
Our results are good compared to [8, 16] but this might
partly be due to the fact that we have only conducted exper-
iments on 1400 images. We also just look at one data set, so
for future work the model should be tested on a larger set of
data. It is worth noting that the improvement is also shown
relative to the normal 128 dimensional SIFT feature, but this
observation should also be shown to hold for a larger data
set.
We have not included any form of blocking of visual
words, as suggested in [20]. In [23] stop words are used
in relation to different criteria, but without any clear im-
provement. We experience that the entropy weighing of the
descriptors improves the results. Information about the en-
tropy of the visual words could be included in already in
building of the visual vocabulary, so the total entropy of the
model would be maximized relative to the number of clus-
ters, and we might be able to obtain good performance with
a small vocabulary. This is to be done in future work.
A problem of the design of the bag-of-words model is it
static nature. It is not designed for adding or removing im-
ages from the database, because it will require a new clus-
tering of all the images in the database, which is very time
consuming. In future work it will be relevant to investigate
how the method could be designed for the dynamic nature
of many databases, e.g. image databases on the Internet.
5. Conclusion
We have shown a way to substantially reduce the di-
mensionality of the SIFT features used in the bag-of-words
model through PCA and addition of color to the features.
This has enabled us to use a kD-tree for feature labeling,
which is an exact method. When 128 dimensional SIFT
features are used it is necessary to apply approximations.
The reduction in feature dimensions enabled us to apply
a clustering algorithm based on the leader follower prin-
ciple (LF-clustering) where the number of clusters is a re-
sult of the clustering. The addition of color and use of LF-
clustering are compared to normal PCA SIFT and k-means
clustering, which is normally applied in the bag-of-words
model. We obtain a clear improvement in performance on
a test set containing 1400 images. Especially adding color
to the features improves the performance, whereas the clus-
tering algorithm gives a slight improvement. We also get
a clear performance improvement compared to the bag-of-
words model based on 128 dimensional SIFT features and
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k-means clustering.
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